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1 - Introduction

Hi-diddly-ho, All of you out there!
This is an (online) book about the ongoing Fanart Central series: Moe's Tavern. It started out as a lame
picture, but is now a very long series! This will talk about the series, the episodes, the creators and all.
The chapters will include: each episode of Season 1, Season 2, Season 3, Season 4 and the upcoming
season 5, the contest, the references, the movies, the creator and the creators pictures!
We will also have trivia, reviews from other users and even the creators' documentary! Which will include
Me for almost every episode, my sister (Tala777) for episode 18, Falconlobo for episode 17 and my very
young brother for episode 21.
So we hope you find this book helpful! You can also print out all the pages and staple it and make it a
real book! Although the book might never end because of the nonstop series.

-waluigiguy



2 - Sonic, Mario and Casper at Moe's Tavern

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-649096.html
the very first episode of the series
this was planned to be just 1 picture, then I wanted a sequel, then I kept making these sequels that were
NEVER planned!
Errors: Moe was made poorly and doesn't have a neck; Homer's eyes were made poorly; The walls
behind Homer's hair aren't colored; Sonic's "skin" isn't colored; the walls behind the words: Chilidog and
Coffie aren't colored; Sonic's eyes were made poorly; Sonic has weird hands; Sonic doesn't have a left
arm; Mario doesn't have arms; Mario's eyes aren't fully black; The Mug is off the table, the mug is not on
the table; the walls behind the mug are made poorly; Mario's skin isn't colored; Mario's mustache was
made poorly; The walls on the left of Casper aren't colored; Casper's left eye isn't fully black.
Wall Color: Blue
Reviews: Falconlobo: cute nice colors i like Sonic's expression; i don't watch to much new episodes on
Sundays on tv^^ (The Simpsons)

i like Music stations on tv

i like Fosters when it's new or old

and Pizza Cats online episodes most^^
Tala777: Sonic is 15 years old, why the heck is he drinking?
PhantomSpiderpig: Cool :) That's a really cool idea I especially like Homer :)

Score: 0 favorites, and ranked a low 0/4 rating and became a failure

References: The Simpsons, Sonic the Hedgehog, Super Mario Bros. and Casper

And as you can see, I gave Moe some big hair, so I erased it with brown colors, but you can see some
of the hair on the table.

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-649096.html


3 - Sonic, Mario and Casper at Moe's Tavern 2

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-650558.html
This next episode was actually for Falconlobo
this was planned to be the last one, than I wanted another sequel
I also added a pool table in the backround
this is also the first appearence of Barney
Errors: Sonic's ears were missing; The Mickey Mouse was made poorly; Barney's eyes were made
poorly; Pool table made poorly; Barney's ear is missing; The Universal Studios Hollywood poster isn't
colored; writing made poorly; Big Cheese's ear isn't correctly made; Big Cheese isn't colored; Big
Cheese has no body; Big Cheese's arm is weird; Cheese isn't colored; the walls behind Homer's hair,
Sonic's ring and Sonic's words aren't colored; Sonic has a weird hand; Mario's body is made poorly and
not colored; Mario's skin isn't colored; Sonic's left arm is missing
Hidden Mickeys: Hidden Mickey on the lamp
References: The Simpsns, Sonic the Hedgehog, Super Mario Bros., Casper, Universal Studios
Hollywood, Mickey Mouse, Hidden Mickey, Samurai Pizza Cats
Reviews: WH2007: Nice pic! Good job!
Falconlobo: nice ^^ i noticed the Big Cheese^^
flying_Jone: great ^^
Score: 1 favorite, and ranked a low 1/4 rating, and was a minor failure
I also called Big Cheese the Big Cheeser back then, and I gave the Big Cheese weird ears.
Wall Color: Orange

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-650558.html


4 - Sonic, Mario and Casper at Moe's Tavern 3

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-650836.html
this has been the third one, this time I thought of making a series
you may also notice that the TV disappears and reappears constantly in the episodes
Errors: The walls behind the words aren't colored, Homer's hand isn't colored, Homer isn't even
HOLDING the phone!, Mario and Sonic don't have arms, the phone isn't fully colored, the walls behind
Homer's hair isn't colored and Homer's eyes are made poorly!
Wall Color: Red
Reviews:
Falconlobo: LOL Nice and funny^^
WH2007: Funny picture ^^
flying_Jone: Lol XD nice
Zoe785: ^_^ yay Sonic!!!
References: The Simpsons, Sonic the Hedgehog, Super Mario Bros., Casper, COPS
Score: 0 favorites and got a low 1/4 rating and became a minor failure.
Fan of Casper? He last appeared in the Season 3 episode: Mixed Tavern,
and he was a cameo in the Season 4 episode: Random Guys at Moe's. Last Appearence? Nobody
knows. Currently he is lost from the series, Although there is a rumor that he might return in Season 5.
The Mario and Sonic was made poorly

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-650836.html


5 - The Flashback

Alternative Title: Sonic, Mario and Casper at Moe's Tavern 4
http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-650850.html
FIRST TIME IN MY LIFE I DREW LENNY AND CARL
The donut is from the Simpsons Movie, Most people think it is the best part of the episode!
Wall Color: Gray (due to flashback)
First Appearences: Lenny and Carl
Errors: Lenny's Beard is Missing; Lenny and Carl's ears are missing; Homer and Homer's hand are
made poorly; Sonic, Mario and Casper are gray (possibly due to flashback); Carl's hair isn't fully colored;
lettering is made poorly; eyes made poorly
Reviews:
Zoe785: Great job! like the donut, :)
Tala777: LOL
WH2007: Cool picture! Good job!
Falconlobo: thanks^^ and cool^^
Score: 1 favorite and ranked 1/4 and became a minor failure
In the description, There was a Merry Christmas to Falconlobo and I spelled it this way: fALCONLOBO
References: The Simpsons, Super Mario Bros., Sonic the Hedgehog, Casper

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-650850.html


6 - xmas

This is the first episode with the episode not beginning with a capital letter.
Alternative Title: Sonic, Mario and Casper at Moe's Tavern 5
http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-651185.html
Wall Color: Yellow
According to "Time Taken" it says 30 seconds, but it probably took longer
The writing was actually READABLE! YES!
Score: 1 favorite and ranked a low 1/4 rating and became a minor failure.
Errors: The wall behind the "A" is not yellow; Homer's "over-ear" hair; Homer's eyeballs made poorly;
coloring errors on Homer's right eye, Sonic, Mario and Casper; Casper's head and nose made poorly;
Mario's "M" is messed up on his hat; Mario's mustache made poorly; present not colored; Sonic's fingers
aren't visible on the present;Sonic's Ears are Missing; the "K" is messed up and Homer has five fingers
when he should have four.
Reviews:
Falconlobo: lol^^ nice^^ happy Holidays
Forestdahedgehog: ^^

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-651185.html


7 - Sonic, Mario and Casper at Moe''s Tavern 6

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-651191.html
This has one of the best Homers in Season 1
There are lots of color mistakes in the episode
This episode has a minor number of errors, but they are BIG errors.
Wall Color: Velvet
Score: 1 favorite and ranked a very low 0/4 score and became a failure.
Reviews:
flying_Jone: Haha xD
Niiice =D
Falconlobo: LOL funny^^
Errors: Marge made poorly, Sonic's eyes are velvet, Sonic has no neck, Mario's clothes made poorly
and not colored, Casper made poorly.
The title has two 's which happens alot in the series.
References: The Simpsons, Super Mario Bros., Sonic the Hedgehog, Casper
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